Alaska Independent Fishermen’s Marketing Association

Fishermen:
Start Your Engines
pring is here, prices are up
and Bristol Bay sockeye
salmon are on their way
home from the North Pacific. Also, the importance
of kings, chums, cohos, and pinks to
our fishery should not be ignored.
Boneless, vacuum-packed, filleted,
once-frozen salmon from Bristol Bay is
becoming embedded in the U.S. market
place. This product, without a doubt, is
a wonderful product from the Bay, a
perfect match for the fishery and the
market.
AIFMA’s efforts, along with processors, starting back in 1994, to bring this
product to the heart of the U.S. were insightful. Marketing Bristol Bay sockeye
in the U.S. turned out to be a big part of
the economic recovery for the fleet and
the local region.
A lot of due diligence over time has
put us back on our feet. The new fillet
products, along with new companies
operating in the Bay, have put an economic tripod under the fishery. Continued efforts to perfect fishing and handling practices, in order to mitigate
bruising and scale loss, such as using a
salmon slide, will be beneficial in
achieving higher grades equating to
higher prices.
Our fleet has evolved into a high volume and high quality progressive fishery. I have no doubt we will continue to
move up the grading curve. The stakes
are high; Bristol Bay ex-vessel value
for 2010 was about $190 million.
I trust that each and every fishermen
who sets a net, will take a moment and
stop and think about how you can contribute toward efforts to keep our valu-
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Thanks AIFMA!
Thanks for your leadership and
steady emails and information flow.
Keep up the good work. Your communication to us on events that can impact our fishery are always clear and
timely. This information on the mine
and Bristol Bay outer continental
shelf is well covered. Thanks!
Mel Brown, F/V Mae Ana

able fishery and hold on to our economic
stake, considering the challenges we
face. Our world-class fishery faces
world-class adversaries. We have
amassed a great coalition of people and
organizations to shoulder and lift the political load.
Please consider joining AIFMA, so
that we can continue to do our part and
lend our expertise to these efforts. Enjoy
the articles within.
Good Luck and Good Fishing.
David Harsila, F/V SK
AIFMA President

KAKN Sponsorship
AIFMA will sponsor an ad on
KAKN radio in Bristol Bay during
tidal report:
“Tidal information brought to you by
the Alaska Independent Fishermen’s
Marketing Association; join us in
working to improve and protect opportunities for Bristol Bay fishermen.”

Pacific Fishing Magazine
AIFMA will provide free subscriptions to Pacific Fishing Magazine
starting this August to members.

New Flags and Hats

AIFMA Annual Meeting
Date: Saturday, June 11
Time: 5:00 p.m. (Pizza)
5:30 p.m. (Meeting)
Bristol Bay School
Naknek

Watch your mail! AIFMA members
will soon receive one hat and a flag.
Hats are waxed canvas, water resistant and breathable. Additional hats
are available for $10 each for crew.

Join AIFMA’s News List
AIFMA members receive timely
and informative emails and price reports.
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Bristol Bay Watch
he Naknek River went out
April 9th this year, a week earlier than last year. All canneries are in full swing with activity at all
camps. Crowley has had a small crew
working on the vessels that they stored at
the new Leader Creek facility since April.
The first fuel barge is expected in on
May 11th. Prices are expected to increase
between 50¢ and $1.00. Work is progressing on the road to Pederson Point with
completion to be the last week of May.
At the last Borough meeting a "Ribbon
Cutting Ceremony" is being tentatively
planned for the opening of the newly expanded Port of Bristol Bay on June 24,
2011. It is the hope that various Alaskan
dignitaries will be in attendance, to show
the importance of the port to the entire
area. A sampling of local salmon is to follow giving everyone an opportunity to
taste our fine products.
This year is also the 50th anniversary of
the formation of the Bristol Bay Borough
(Oct. 1962). There will be a special celebration of this during the Fishtival which is
generally held the third weekend in July.
From the ADFG reports it looks like we
can anticipate a pretty good catch again
this season with all the river systems being

projected to produce a good return. In
talking with Slim Morstad (Naknek/
Kvichak area biologist) the plan is to
fish the Naknek section early and hope
we can eventually get into the Kvichak
as the season progresses.
It will be up to the fish to come in an
orderly fashion to allow us to harvest
the maximum numbers while allowing
the required escapement through the
season! FAT CHANCE. Looking forward to see everyone again and good
fishing.
Fred Pike, AIFMA V.P., F/V Spike

Through our photographs and trip accounts, we hope to inspire others to protect
the fragile watershed of Bristol Bay and oppose Pebble mine.
For more information and to follow our
expedition: www.seatosummit.wordpress.com
Ross Trainer, F/V Nora H, AIFMA member

Bristol Bay Economic Data

Sea to Summit Expedition

Last year, the Obama administration recognized Bristol Bay’s fisheries and wildlife
values by withdrawing the Bay from the offshore oil leasing process until
2017. Unfortunately, a future administration
could roll back this protection.

Following the 2011 Bristol Bay season, six adventurers including my deckhand and myself, will embark on a
month-long trip to raise awareness and
opposition to the proposed Pebble
mine.
The expedition, known as the Sea to
Summit, will mimic the migration of
the salmon from King Salmon, 35 miles
up the Naknek River and across Naknek Lake. We will then hike 17 miles
into the Valley of Ten-Thousand
Smokes and summit four peaks, which
are the water source for the rivers.

In order to keep fisheries in focus, World
Wildlife Fund has commissioned Portlandbased Ecotrust to define the cumulative
value of Bristol Bay’s five most important
commercial fisheries. The study quantifies
the ex-vessel, wholesale, processor, and retail values of salmon, pollock, king crab, Pacific cod, and halibut. “Our study uses data
from 2005 to 2008 to follow the fish from
the net to table. Our preliminary analysis has
produced some eye-popping numbers” said
WWF’s Dave Aplin. The study is expected
by June. For additional information visit
www.fishbasket.org.

2011 ADF&G Bristol Bay Sockeye Salmon Forecast
Millions of Sockeye Salmon
Forecasted Production by Age Class
DISTRICT
River

1.2

2.2

1.3

2.3

Total

Spawning
Goal

Harvest

NAKNEK-KVICHAK
Kvichak

1.85

1.75

1.40

0.68

5.68

2.84

2.67

Alagnak

0.54

0.20

0.96

0.07

1.77

0.88

0.83

Naknek

1.61

0.86

3.28

1.18

6.93

1.10

5.62

Total

3.99

2.81

5.64

1.93

14.38

4.82

9.12

EGEGIK

0.49

4.64

1.23

2.38

8.74

1.10

7.37

UGASHIK

0.96

1.94

1.69

0.45

5.03

0.85

4.03

NUSHAGAK
Wood

3.05

0.25

3.17

0.04

6.51

1.10

5.21

Igushik

0.22

0.02

1.08

0.04

1.35

0.23

1.08

Nushagak

0.19

0.01

1.11

0.03

1.64

0.55

1.04

Total

3.46

0.28

5.35

0.11

9.5

1.88

7.34

TOGIAK

0.20

0.05

0.55

0.07

0.86

0.18

0.66

BRISTOL BAY

9.09

9.72

14.47

4.92

38.50

8.83

28.52
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Bristol Bay Price Report
2010 Bristol Bay Ex-Vessel Salmon Prices
Sockeye
RSW/lb. Chums
Price Adjustments:
Base Price/lb. (sockeye) Price/lb.
Leader Creek
$1.25
50¢ Base price includes RSW/ice. Additional 10¢/lb. for bled sockeye;
1.5¢/lb. for fish slide; After July 16th additional 15¢/lb. for sockeye.
Kings (60¢); Coho (35¢); Pinks (25¢);
11.5¢
Ocean Beauty
97¢
30¢ (Incomplete information) Production adjustment: OB combined adjustment with boat storage credits; for example: 9.188¢/lb. for 150200,000 lbs. Additional 15¢t /lb. for bleeding.
10¢
North Pacific Seafoods
96¢
10¢ Production Adjustment: 2¢/lb. (70-100,000 lbs.); 10¢ (100-150,000
lbs.); 12¢ (150-180,000 lbs.) 17¢ (180,000+lbs.)
16¢
Snopac
96¢
25¢ Production Adjustment: 2¢ (90-100,000 lbs.); 5¢ (100-175,000 lbs.;
8¢ (175-200,000 lbs.); 13¢ (200,000+ lbs.) Additional 5¢/lb. for
bleeding; pinks at 40¢/lb. (94% of total catch was chilled.)
10¢
YAK
96¢
25¢ Production Adjustment: $0.00 (less than 100,000); 10¢ (between
100,000 and 180,000);15¢ (180,000 and higher). Top ten boats got
a cash settlement. The top boat for the company got a $25,000, and
it went down from there.
Alaska General Seafoods
12¢
95¢
10¢ Production Adjustment: 3¢ (under 75,000 lbs.); 4¢ (75-100,000 lbs.);
9¢ (100-140,000, est.); 10-15¢+ (140,000+ lbs.)
11¢
Icicle
95¢
25¢ Production Adjustment: 2¢ (60-100,000 lbs.); 10¢ (100-180,000
lbs.); 12¢ (over 180,000 lbs.)
10¢
Peter Pan
95¢
10¢ Production Adjustment: 3¢ (50-75,000 lbs.); 7¢ (75-90,000); 9¢ (90100,000); 12¢ (100-175,000 lbs.); 15¢ (175-200,000 lbs.); 19¢
(200,000+ lbs.)
12¢
Trident
95¢
25¢ Production Adjustment: 5¢/lb. (under 100,000 lbs.); 9¢/lb. (100,00180,000 lb.); 13¢/lb. (180,000-200,000); 18¢/lb. (over 200,000 lbs.).
Chum price after July 19th was 40¢/lb.
There are several new companies that are buying fish in Bristol Bay including Big Creek, Copper River Seafoods and Coffee Point
Seafoods.
Prices provided to AIFMA by fishermen. Actual prices may vary.

Processor

2010 Drift Gillnet Earnings and Catch Report
(CFEC preliminary numbers based on 91¢/lb.)

Quartiles
(Each quartile accounts for
25% of earnings/catch)

# of Vessels Est. Average
(1,494)
Catch/Vessel

Est. Average
Gross Earnings/
Vessel

1 (25% of earnings/catch)

183

201,546 lbs.

$183,633

2 (25% of earnings/catch)

256

143,608 lbs.

$130,856

3 (25% of earnings/catch)

349

105,269 lbs.

$ 95,913

4 (25% of earnings/catch)

706

52,174 lbs.

$ 47,537

98,541 lbs.

$ 89,784

Fleetwide Average

Number of vessels fishing in 2010: 1,494 (CFEC).
Dual permit boats: About 250 (per Morstad, ADF&G)
Quartile Tables show the distribution of estimated gross earnings among permit holders. Quartiles
are established by ranking permits (excluding educational, hatchery, test, and reservation), highest
to lowest, by permit holders estimated gross earnings in the fishery. The highest quartile contains
the highest ranked permits that account for approximately a fourth of the fishery total gross earnings aggregated to the nearest permit. The second highest quartile includes the next ranked permit
holders that account for approximately a fourth of the fishery total gross earnings aggregated to the
nearest permit. The remaining quartiles are defined in a similar way.

Canfisco Buys Leader Creek
Fisheries
Canadian Fishing Company (Canfisco)
purchased Leader Creek Fisheries,
Alaska’s leading producer of wild sockeye salmon fillets this past winter. John
Lowrance, started the company in 1999
and pioneered the production of fillets
using Bristol Bay sockeye salmon.
Canfisco also owns Alaska General
Seafoods. Leader Creek Fisheries will
continue to operate as an independent
operation with a name change from
Leader Creek Fisheries LLC to Leader
Creek Fisheries Inc.
John Lowrance will remain with the
company during the transition period. Norman Van Vactor has been with
Leader Creek for the last three years as
Operations Manager. He will be assuming the role of General Manager.
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Bristol Bay Week in Washington, D.C.
uring the week of March 28th,
David and Janis Harsila, representing AIFMA, traveled to
Washington, D.C. along with an
excellent group of Bristol Bay residents
and leaders, commercial and sport fishermen, and environmental group spokespersons to protect the world’s largest and
healthiest wild sockeye salmon fishery.
The group lobbied on two issues: gaining
permanent protection from offshore oil and
gas drilling in the Bering Sea and issues related to the proposed Pebble Mine. The
group supported use of EPA’s Section 404
(c) of the Clean Water Act. Other events
and receptions celebrated the region’s fishery. These events brought the national media spotlight on Bristol Bay.
The highest profile event of the week
was a reception at the Supreme Court sponsored by former Supreme Court Justice,
Sandra Day O'Connor. O'Connor is an avid
fly fisher who has cast her line for salmon
in Alaska. She hosted the event to celebrate
Bristol Bay and its salmon bounty.
Lisa Jackson, EPA Administrator, spoke
briefly at the event and emphasized that
science will guide her agency's assessment
of large-scale development impacts in the
region.

Washington, Alaska senate offices and
several representative’s offices. Dinners were enjoyed at D.C. restaurants
featuring Bristol Bay sockeye (very
tasty!). Twenty restaurants participated
in “Wild Salmon Week” and featured
Bristol Bay sockeye on their menus.
Chefs said sales were very good.
More than 200 chefs and restaurant
owners held a news conference and
sent a letter to the Lisa Jackson of the
EPA to urge her protect Bristol Bay
and in support EPA’s study of Bristol
Bay’s Watershed and study of broader
issues of large-scale development in
the region.

Sandra Day O’Connor, avid fly fisherman,
celebrates the bounty of Bristol Bay at
Supreme Court reception.
Photo: Wild Salmon Center

Anglo American Voices Strategy on Pebble
“I have also said that Anglo American does not want to go where communities oppose our presence. That remains my firm commitment. But to those who quote opinion polls at me, I do not accept that this is an assessment that can be made today.
There is still no mine plan, no formal proposal from Pebble.
...But until stakeholders have all the information at their disposal to make their decisions, I simply cannot accept that it is right to make a judgment on the project. I reject
calls from Pebble opponents for premature decisions to be taken based on fear mongering not facts, and I stand by my word.”
Excerpts from Speech about Proposed Pebble Mine given by Cynthia Carroll, CEO,
Anglo American, March 3, 2011 at a meeting of the Alaska Resource Development Council

Others attending included the head of
Tiffany's Foundation, Stone Gossard, Pearl
Jam guitarist/Wild Salmon Center board
member and Rick Halford, former President, Alaska State Senate. Sponsors included AIFMA, the Wild Salmon Center,
Trout Unlimited, Bristol Bay Regional
Seafood Development Association,
Nunamta Aulukestai, Natural Resources
Defense Council, Earthworks and National
Parks Conservation Association.
In-person meetings with Interior Secretary Ken Salazar and NOAA Undersecretary Monica Medina provided delegation
members opportunities to thank Secretary
Salazar and the Obama administration for
cancellation of the scheduled 2011 offshore
and gas leases in Bristol Bay and protection until 2017. Discussions of how to obtain permanent protection were held.
AIFMA met with all California, Oregon,

Several members of Bristol Bay delegation met with Department of Interior Secretary
Ken Salazar on issue of permanent protection for Bristol Bay from offshore oil and
gas development. Secretary Salazar was presented with a photo by Robert Ketchum.
The photo shows the Allen River that flows into Lake Chauekuktuli.
Left to right: Kim Elton (former Alaska legislator/Special Asst. DOI), Eleanor Huffines (PEW),
Kelly Harrell (AMCC Exec. Dir.) Peter Andrew (BBNC board member), Joe Chythlook (BBNC
Chairman), Ken Salazar, Sharon Clark (Nunamta Aulukestai), Girla Sorensen, (Dillingham
High School student), Tom Tilden (Nunamta/Curyung tribe), Verner Wilson (WWF), David
Harsila (AIFMA President) and Gary Kline (Nunamta Permanent Protection Coordinator)
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DNR’s 2005 Bristol Bay Area Plan in Court
n April 19th the Alaska Supreme Court heard oral argument in the lawsuit, Nondalton Tribal Council, et al. v.
Alaska Department of Natural Resources, in which six tribes, AIFMA, and
Trout Unlimited sued the Department
of Natural Resources (DNR) in 2009 to
overturn its 2005 Bristol Bay Area
Plan, which applies for 20 years to state
lands including at Pebble.
The 2005 Plan engages in a number of
questionable practices. Of greatest interest to commercial fishers, the plan uses
primarily marine criteria, such as
whether land is a walrus haulout, a seal
haulout, a sea lion haulout, an eel grass
bed, a kelp bed, a marine bird rookery, or
a herring spawning area, to determine
whether inland uplands hundreds of
miles from the coast qualify for protection as habitat.
Of course, the criteria include salmon
spawning areas, but the Plan applies
that criterion only to navigable water,
and excludes moose and caribou. Therefore, the area of Pebble, which had been
classified as habitat by the prior 1984
Plan because it produces salmon in nonnavigable water, is a caribou calving
area, and is essential moose winter habitat, lost its habitat classification because it does not produce walrus, herring, kelp, etc.
That is absurd is and a measure of how
much a commercial fisher should trust
DNR. Next, the 2005 Plan has a public
recreation land classification category
for land used for sport hunting and
sport fishing, but it has no land classification category for land used for subsistence hunting and fishing. It then defines recreation to expressly exclude
sport hunting and fishing, which begs
this question: If they are not recreation,
then what are they?
All this shows that when it comes to
Pebble, DNR cannot be trusted. To oppose Pebble, we have to oppose DNR.
That is why AIFMA is suing to overturn the Plan, and has supported

EPA’s use of Section 404(c) of the
Clean Water Act, and state legislative
designation of the Jay Hammond refuge.
In June 2009, the State moved to dismiss the lawsuit. The State asserted
that, under Appellate Rule 602, the lawsuit had to have been brought within 30
days of when the Plan was signed in
2005, and that it is thereafter essentially
immune to judicial review for the remaining 19 years and 11 months of its
life.
In October 2009, the Superior Court
in Dillingham held for the plaintiffs that
(1) the 30-day rule does not apply, and
(2) the Plan is a regulation and therefore

“The 2005 Plan engages in
a number of questionable
practices.”
subject to challenge at any time. In December 2009, the State petitioned the
Supreme Court to review those two
holdings even though the case has yet to
proceed to trial.
In April 2010, the Supreme Court accepted the issues for review. Counsel
for the parties briefed the issues
throughout the rest of 2010, and the Supreme Court heard oral argument on
April 19th.

At oral argument, the Supreme
Court justices were well prepared.
They questioned both sides intensely.
At issue is not only judicial review of
the Plan, which affects Pebble and
much more, but also the role of the
courts in reviewing DNR’s actions as a
check and balance on our system of self
-government. Pebble is large, and these
issues, which involve the role of courts
in our system of self-government, could
hardly be larger. How the Court addresses them will tell us much about the
Alaska’s state government.

EPA’s Section 404(c)
Section 404(c) of the Clean Water
Act empowers the EPA to veto the disposal of dredged material or to put fill
in waterways like the major rivers
downstream from Pebble.
The agency has only rarely exercised
that authority, invoking it about a dozen
times since the Clean Water Act passed
in 1972, including only once in the
western United States.
Elizabeth Bluemink,
Anchorage Daily News, 2/8/11
“The EPA is right to do this study. We
are certain it will find that the mine presents unacceptable risks and should not
be allowed to proceed.”
New York Times
Editorial, 2/13/11
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Bristol Bay RSDA Spending Your Money
his season you can have your own
fish custom-processed (VP fillets,
H&G, fresh or frozen… even fly
fresh via FedEx)—and you won’t
have to leave the fishing grounds.
The BBRSDA has funded a pilot project to
help pay operating costs on a CustomProcessor/Direct Marketing tender that will
pick up fish on the fishing grounds and run
them into the beach to be processed at a processor of your choice. The tender will be available
on the “shoulders” of the run, probably operating out of Egegik June 13-16 and in Naknek
July 18-22.
The project was brought to the BBRSDA by
Tony Wood of Wild Alaska Salmon and Seafood; Tony currently processes his entire catch
in his own micro-processing plant in Naknek.
To be clear, any processor can process your
fish; Tony is simply in charge of the tender operations. There are a handful of other microprocessing plants in Naknek, of which we have
not yet assembled a list (if you are a microprocessor in Bristol Bay (anywhere) please contact the AIFMA office with your information).
Keep in mind you are not selling the fish to
this tender. You will retain ownership all
through the processing and shipping, until you
sell your own fish to your customer—or you
can just do a really nice (and simple) home
pack.
In order to use the tender service you have to
be registered as a “direct marketer” with the
State of Alaska. You will receive a book of fish
tickets and a code plate, you will have to write
a fish ticket for the fish you have customprocessed, and make a landing report to Fish
and Game. The registration process is relatively
simple, can be completed on line, and costs
$25. The state will want their tax money for the
value of the fish you have custom-processed;
you take care of that in the off-season through
an annual tax report.
If you are interested in taking advantage of
this invaluable service, contact Tony Wood at
618-303-2433, or by e-mail at:
info@wildalaskasalmonandseafood.com
If you have a BBRSDA related question
about this, please contact Matt Marinkovich at
360-378-4686 or thinkfish@rockisland.com.
Matt Marinkovich, F/V Sunlight III,
AIFMA member and RSDA Board Member

Area-Wide Genetics Project: Too Expensive—Little Advantage
Opinion by Matt Marinkovich
At the January 24-25 BBRSDA meeting the board approved the expenditure of
$140,000 to contract three boats to collect samples for the Area-Wide Genetic
Sampling project. The project’s goal is to collect samples from fish caught June 22
-28, 2011 (dates approximate), from areas outside of the regular fishing districts.
Last year the cost was $120,000.
The broader goal is to attain three years worth of samples; another $140,000
sample-colleting project must be funded for 2012. This total three-year estimated
expenditure of $400,000 is only for sample collection. To be useful these samples
must be run through the genetics-testing lab, at an estimated price tag of $125,000
per year, for a total estimated cost of $375,000 just for the sample processing.
When I asked Paul Salomone (Egegik and Ugashik Area Management Biologist)
and Slim Morstad (Naknek/Kvichack Area Management Biologist), they both said
they see no effective in-season use of the data, even if there was a time-saving
genetics lab in the watershed, because it takes a full 24-hours to process the samples once they are received in the lab. They also said that looking at the data from
an overview perspective in attempt to analyze run patterns or fish behavior would
take more than just three years’ data to draw any firm conclusions about anything.
I voted no on funding this project because I cannot justify spending this much
money on a project with such an uncertain result. At the meeting I stated my reasons quite clearly, yet I was the only one on the board who voted no; all six other
board members voted yes and are in support of this project.
Instead of spending this money on these genetic projects, I feel the BBRSDA
board could direct it’s spending in areas they have not yet considered. The proposal of an in-depth retail market analysis proposed by AIFMA, which had a high
price tag as well, was turned down. I see such knowledge as valuable information
that could point the board in new directions of marketing, product branding, assistance in developing new product forms… and other ideas not hatched because
they lay in areas not yet explored.
If you think these ideas are good, or have your own ideas on how the BBRSDA
should be spending your 1%, an email to the board goes a long way. You can find
the board’s emails on my web site, BBRSDAinfo.com, or on the official
BBRSDA.com website.

Annual RSDA Meeting
Dillingham Elementary School
Tuesday, June 14
3:00 p.m.
RSDA Election results
Seat C: Fritz Johnson
Seat F: Barney Johnson
421 votes cast

Help for Fishermen in
Japan
The Alaska Fishing Industry Relief
Mission (AFIRM) is responding to
fishing communities impacted by the
Japan Earthquake and Tsunamis.

One hundred percent of contribution
go for assistance to fishing communities
most severely impacted.
AFIRM was first formed to assist the
Gulf fishing communities following
Hurricanes Katrina and Rita. The group
coordinated the donation of a Marine
Travelift to refloat thousands of vessels
grounded far inshore by the hurricanes,
as well as providing for an ice-making
facility.
To make a fully tax deductible contribution, send your contribution to
AFIRM – 211 Fourth St, # 110, Juneau AK 99801. Donations may also be
made by phone through UFA at (907)
586-2820.
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New Coast Guard Regulations for 2013
aptains operating boats beyond the three-mile Territorial Sea Line would need
to “pass a training program” every five years in seamanship,
navigation, firefighting, emergency
drills and survival under provisions of
the new Coast Guard regulations signed
into law in October. The law would also
mandate that all boats under 50 feet
built after 2010 meet federal construction standards.
The new regulations won’t go into effect before 2013, according to Ken Lawrensen, USCG Fishing Vessel Safety
Specialist for Alaska, and the fishing industry will have time to comment of
how the regulations are implemented.
One change would actually simplify
things in Bristol Bay. The traditional

Boundary Line is being replaced with
the three-mile Territorial Sea Line. As
with the Boundary Line, regulations
are different if a boat is inside or outside the line. Since the present Boundary Line divides the Egegik fishing district near Goose Point, using the Territorial Sea Line would make the regulations for safety gear the same south
and north of Goose Point.

and complete dockside safety exams
every two years.
Proposed changes are described in
Chapter 45 of Title 46 of the United
States Code, “Uninspected Commercial
Fishing Industry Vessels.”
Fritz Johnson, F/V Jazz,
AIFMA member

As with the Boundary Line, however,
once outside the regulations become
stricter, and will apply to both documented and state-licensed vessels.
Gone also would be the option to
carry a life float or buoyant apparatus;
required would be a survival craft “that
ensures no part of an individual is immersed in water.” Skippers would be
required to maintain a safety logbook

Carlson Class Action
Hotline:
Call for current status of case:
(907) 790-3442

AIFMA MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION

Boat Name

Member’s Name (Please Print)

Member Number

Address

Phone Number

City

State

Processor

E-mail Address

Date

Zip Code

AIFMA members have several options for payment: Credit Card, Check, Cash or Check-off form with cooperating processors.
AIFMA dues include:
● Regular issues of the AIFMA newsletter
● Pacific Fishing subscription (Aug 2011)
● E-mail news list for breaking news and
information updates
Charge to my:
VISA
Paid Check

Full Membership Dues
Associate Member Dues
Non-Fishing Membership
Crewmember Membership
Credit Card #

$ 300
$ 300
$ 100
$ 75

Total Payment

$ _________

Expiration Date

Mastercard
Check #

Paid Cash

Signature

I hereby authorize and direct the above mentioned processor to deduct from my account $____________ AIFMA dues and
other fees shown above and remit the same to the Secretary-Treasurer of AIFMA for payment of these fees.
Alaska Independent Fishermen’s Marketing Association ●

P.O. Box 60131, Seattle, WA 98160

●

Phone/Fax (206) 542-3930

AIFMA’s Board
LEADER
ofAIFMA
Directors

1966-2011

Representing the interests of Bristol Bay fishermen for 45 years

AIFMA’s Marine Insurance
A Great Product at a Great Price
Join AIFMA and take advantage of our marine insurance policy’s low rates
and exceptional coverage. Highlights of the program:
Marsh Inc. only uses insurers with
“A” Bests’ ratings

•

Hull rates have remained level
with no increase since 2004.

•

Oil pollution insurance at no
additional cost to you.

•

•

Protection & Indemnity
Third party property damage/bodily
injury
Crew coverage
Owner/Skipper coverage
$1,000,000 P&I available
And much more!

Call and ask for Betsy McKenzie-Berentsen in the marine department for more
information and a quote: (877) 613-2200, call direct (206) 214-3080 or e-mail
Betsy.McKenzie-Berentsen@Marsh.com.

Support AIFMA’s Associate Members

The AIFMA Leader is
published by the:
Alaska Independent
Fishermen’s Marketing
Association
Editor: Janis Harsila
AIFMA Dues — $300
Associate Member Dues — $300
Non-Fishing Dues—$100
Crewmember Dues — $75
Dues Include:
• Free subscription to the
Pacific Fishing Magazine
(starting summer of 2011)
aifma1@seanet.com
www.aifma.org
Copyright © 2011 by AIFMA.

Fishermen:
Start Your Engines
Inside This Issue:
AIFMA Cooperative
P.O. Box 60131
Seattle, WA 98160
Phone/Fax (206) 542-3930

•

President: David Harsila
Vice President: Fred Pike
Sec./Treasurer: Bob Bonanno
Lindsey Bloom
Bruce Jolma
Greg Munson
Fred Marinkovich
Mikal Mathisen
Darryl Pope
Business Manager: Janis Harsila
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